
 

 

Case Study: Harm Reduction Victoria 

More meaningful data collection to better illustrate unique contributions of the peer 

approach 
 

Harm Reduction Victoria is Victoria’s peer-based organisation for people who use drugs and provides 

a range of peer-led programs and services, including HCV education to community members and 

professionals, overdose response training to people at risk of overdose and peer distribution of 

sterile injecting equipment.  Harm Reduction Victoria is taking a whole-of-organisation approach to 

the W3 Project, applying the Framework at both programmatic and organisational levels. 

At the programmatic level, the W3 Framework is being used to drive consistent evaluation and data 

collection, enabling Harm Reduction Victoria to better communicate its unique value and 

contribution to the blood-borne virus response.  The W3 Project Chief Investigator has worked 

closely with the organisation’s board and staff, with discussions focusing on what the wider 

community needs to know about Harm Reduction Victoria and its work.  This resulted in the 

development of new indictors that capture the peer-leadership actions of the organisation, such as 

the number repeated requests from professional organisations for blood-borne virus training 

(illustrating system alignment), and indicators that provide a more detailed demographic picture of 

the reach of programs (engagement). 

Harm Reduction Victoria’s CEO describes the impact at the system level in the following way: 

“[W3 is] definitely improving that way we think about our impact, how we report and how we think 

about what we do […] it’s given us a framework to talk to [funders] about the importance of peer-led 

work”. 

This is exemplified in the Peer Networker Program (PNP) which recruits peer volunteers to distribute 

needles and syringes to their friends and associates, provide education about safer drug use and 

model safer injecting practices.   

The goal of the program is to engage people who inject drugs who are not being reached by 

mainstream needle and syringe (NSP) programs.  Prior to adapting the W3 Framework, program staff 

were aware of the program’s reach however data collections tools were not sensitive enough to 

record this in a meaningful way.   



 

 

 

An outcome of the discussions with Harm Reduction Victoria’s board and staff was the type of 

information the program needed to better understand the reach of the program was reconsidered 

(learning and adaption).  The PNP now asks clients where they would have obtained sterile injecting 

equipment if they had not come into contact with a Peer Networker Volunteer.  Preliminary data 

analysis suggests that up to 25% of clients reported that they would have gone without sterile 

injecting equipment had they not been engaged by the PNP.  These additional questions are helping 

the PNP better demonstrate its reach (engagement) and impact on the community (influence), as 

well as its unique peer contribution to Victoria’s blood-borne virus response. 

Additionally, for peer-led workshops with service providers, Harm Reduction Victoria has adapted 

the W3 Peer Facilitator and Service Provider Feedback tools to capture new and more meaningful 

data from education sessions.  The Peer Facilitator Feedback forms have been adapted to capture 

peer facilitator insights on observable changes within the group, such as changes in the way service 

provider participants discuss client stories at the beginning and end of the session, while Service 

Provider Feedback forms look for indicators of change in understanding about issues experienced by 

people who use drugs and the role and function of Harm Reduction Victoria in blood-borne virus 

responses. The inclusion of these tools as part of service provider education workshops help indicate 

the way that the organisation is creating alignment between peer and non-peer responses at the 

practice level. 

Harm Reduction Victoria staff note that the organisation is in the early days of embedding the W3 

Framework into organisational culture and practice, however the initial positive impacts are 

illustrating the value of the W3 approach in better capturing its peer-led work. 

See the What Works and Why (W3) Project: Impact Analysis for more case studies and to read about 

the way the W3 Framework is impacting other peer and community-based organisations.  The report 

is available in the publications section at www.w3project.org.au  
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